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WELCOME TO O CLUB
Twenty miles off the coast of the Athens Riviera, O Club is a magical haven of exquisite
natural beauty and superlative luxury, a Hotel and Beach Club created by extraordinary
imagination and existing to offer degrees of excellence which surpass expectations and

O Club will welcome its guests to an exotic sanctuary offering the opportunity to
experience the sublime; a world reimagined and dedicated to the generation of joy in all its
forms.
With lavish suites and bungalows enjoying the privilege of placement inside an exclusive
compound of luxuriating wonder and fueled by a vibrant social atmosphere, members and
guests are free to explore their own definition of joy in a world brimming with possibilities.
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inspire passions.

Opening 2024

The circle is a universal symbol representing the notions of
totality, original perfection, the Self and the infinite.
An all-encompassing motion allowing it to be everywhere
and manifesting the element of opportunity.
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LOCATION

GETTING THERE

O Club is located on the island of Aegina, Greece in the Saronic Gulf and is the
ATHENS
CENTER

• 20 miles from Alimos Marina
• 30 miles from Athens International Airport

AIA
ALIMOS
MARINA

providing easy and quick access to guests wishing to enjoy the comprehensive
entertainment, retail, culinary and cultural amenities of Athens.

mi
les

shuttle services and additional 24 hrs a day on demand luxury water limousine,

ISLAND

25

O Club is linked to the Alimos Marina in Athens by all day and late-night water

AEGINA

AIRPORT
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closest island to the Athens Riviera.
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“We don’t stop playing because we grow old;
we grow old because we stop playing.”
George Bernard Shaw

THE EXPERIENCE
created within a fantastical landscape driven by the ethereal power of a social
atmosphere conducive to bringing people together.
It may be a place to stay for a short break or longer holiday, a place to eat or drink,
to lounge on the beach or dance under the stars, but every element of its
ambience is choreographed to encourage guests to engage freely.
With an environment primed to overwhelm each of the five senses and a vibrant
social atmosphere conducive to capturing the essence of celebration, O is an idyllic
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The O Club is a living organism, the amalgamation of pristine physical facilities

escape offering the opportunity to revel in the beauty of life and harness the joy of
being free.
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Ninety lavishly designed suites and bungalows set within an exotic
landscape

are

supported

by

an

array

of

social,

leisure

and

entertainment facilities and offer the opportunity to exist in a state of
heightened wellness while exploring the possibilities surrounded by
imagination and excellence.

Designed to inspire the senses
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ACCOMMODATIONS
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plush living areas, blending sumptuous comforts and technological
advancement to satisfy guests’ every whim, and while many benefit
from private roof decks or terraces incorporating jacuzzis, swimming
or plunge pools, every suite enjoys a view to inspire the soul.
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Every bungalow and suite at O Club offers luxuriating bedrooms and
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exquisite finishes, it’s the imaginative design and intoxicating aura
which surpasses conventional notions of opulence and infuses a
kaleidoscope of sensory delights.
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While the hallmark of luxury is maintained with fine materials and
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O has designed its suites and residences in a sustainable way
harmonising them with their surroundings, bringing in nature to the
living space creating serene and tranquil environments.

Large

windows and glass bottom pools allow maximum natural light in,
reducing the need for artificial light. Natural materials such as wood
and marble are used for flooring, bathroom walls and sinks as well as
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Sustainable Living

bespoke hand-made furniture.
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As part of the O ethos, we aim to source our accommodation with
from local suppliers supporting the community and our environment
and creating a more authentic experience.
Cosmetics are 100% natural Greek products.
Bed linen, towels and robes will be made of top-quality organic
cotton.
Slippers and laundry bags will be hand-made by women as part of a
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products such as toiletries, laundry bags, slippers, robes and artifacts

community programme.
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LAGOON & BEACH BAR

experiencing the natural beauty of barefoot paradises in exotic but distant
lands. It may be a far cry from the urban, concrete jungles of most metropolises,
but every guest is transported to this rare state of being whenever arriving at O
Club, only twenty miles from a European capital city.
Plush cabanas and sumptuous comforts welcome guests to the exotic ideal of
our Lagoon & Beach Club, a private palm filled arena of golden sand and
sparkling waters inviting guests to bask in sedate afternoons or revel in the
spirited celebrations hosted around our oasis once the sun has set.
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Few things in life have the power to generate the soul lifting pleasure of

With music to inspire a spectrum of emotions, dedicated service to provide to
every need, intimate luxury and a setting to surpass all expectations of the
exotic, the Lagoon & Beach Club is always a casually elegant place to rest, play
and experience a rare wonderworld of bliss.
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DINING, LEISURE & ENTERTAINMENT
Architecture, design and furnishing may all be fundamental to the
catalysing the alchemy to transform the mundane into the
extraordinary is atmosphere.
It's not just people who add the mystical spice, but people who have
been inspired to reach a state of positivity and resolutely choose to
enjoy that moment in time; a principle O strives to achieve in every
sense and at each moment.
With a creative schedule of music, art, culture, social interactions,
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creation of a quality social environment, but the magical ingredient

cabaret showcases and specially formulated events, every day or
evening at O offers our guests the opportunity to enjoy the cool and
relaxing lounges or the stylishly vibrant vibes of the bars and club.
Depending on mood, energy levels, day of the week or company of
the moment, O Club offers guests a place to relax, dance, have fun or
merely exist in the ultimate of surroundings.
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COSMO BRASSERIE
Commanding a stunning roof deck view of the resort and an endless horizon of
azure waters, Cosmo offers guests a stylish selection of all day and late-night

With celebrated chefs designing inspirational dishes fusing the finest
attributes of international cuisine and decadent buffets to satiate every
culinary desire, Cosmo welcomes guests to enjoy delicious offerings
throughout the day or merely take a break within its stylish and tranquil
settings.
Offering daily breakfast buffets, champagne brunches and an array of
imaginative but delicious creations, O’s chefs and culinary artisans ensure
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dining options to satisfy every need.

guests are as fascinated as they are excited to experience a meal or a moment
at Cosmo.
With Cosmo’s unique request service allowing guests to request specialty and
personal favourites, every guest can be assured their time at the O Club will
provide whatever they desire, in every way.
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O-20 RESTAURANT, BAR & NIGHT CLUB
Nightclub is the ultimate glamour destination to enjoy an extraordinary dining
and entertainment adventure whether a guest at the O Club or arriving by
yacht to experience the sublime.
With a diverse menu of fusion creations, cocktails which inspire passions,
cabaret showcases to stimulate the senses and a compelling social setting to
intoxicate, O-20 Restaurant, Bar & Nightclub is a multi-sensory experience
providing an escape to an exciting and stylish world, reverberating with
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Twenty miles from the coast of the Athens Riviera, O-20 Restaurant, Bar &

possibilities and decadent in its culinary artistry.
With every facet of O-20 Restaurant, Bar & Nightclub designed to ignite each of
the senses, the intimate alcoves, poolside or marina front seating areas and the
mysterious garden offer an array of experiences within which to enjoy
memorable daytime encounters or thrilling evening exploits.
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HAE SKY BAR
HAE Bar creates a paradisiacal setting within which to insulate from reality in an
intimate starlight arena.
Creationist professionals mix a blend of exotic concoctions to expand horizons
and ignite passions while guests relish the reclining alcoves lost in the peaceful
excitement of being surrounded by natural wonder.
While HAE welcomes guests to a mellow and exotic daytime garden, the dusk
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Set within a rooftop tropical garden of romantic perfection and stunning views,

transforms HAE into a mysterious garden made entirely of wonder and
possibilities.
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ELEMENTS SPA & WELLNESS CENTER
A higher state of joy requires an optimal physical as well as emotional condition
harness every morsel of pleasure from their time at O Club.
Whether the desire runs to physical exertion at the instruction of our personal
trainers who have honed the art of “natural” calisthenics to tone, strengthen and
improve; or to succumb to the hypnotic caress of our therapists who apply their
gifted touch to soothe and replenish, the Elements Spa will achieve the desired
state of being.
Located on the top floor of the O Club and enjoying a rooftop treatment area of
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and O was designed to aid our guests to achieve such an objective in order to

exquisite design, guests can enjoy a wide range of therapeutic, relaxation or
rejuvenating treatments with a grand view of the dazzling ocean beyond or
under the twilight of the moon.
While O Club’s vibrant atmosphere, culinary artistry, musical interactions and
surrounding splendour may assault the senses with beauty and pleasure, the
Elements Spa and its learned technicians will relinquish the tension and tease a
state of inspired wellness.
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O CLUB SERVICES & AMENITIES
• Complimentary luxury boat transfer from
Alimos Marina
• Complimentary luxury car service for
convenient transport on Aegina island
and in Athens

O CLUB FACILITIES

• High-speed internet access in all public
and private areas
• 24-hour attended security services and

• 90 premium Suites & 10 unique Floating
Suites
• Golden Sand Private Beach
• Tropical Lagoon and Grotto
• Two Swimming Pools
• Cosmo Brasserie & Terrace
• O-20 Restaurant, Bar & Nightclub
• Hae Skybar & Lounge
• Lagoon & Beach Club
•

Elements Spa & Wellness Center

• Access to O Aviation fleet of private jets
• Access to O’s fleet of boats and yachts
stationed on-site

controlled access
• 24-hour complimentary valet parking
service
• Glamorously designed central lobby with
24-hour reception desk
• Highly attentive 24-hour concierge
• Spacious private poolside, beach and
lagoon cabanas
• Beach sunset deck
• Beauty Spa with luxurious treatment
suites
• Hair & Nails salon, barber station and Spa
shop
• 24- hour room service
• 24-hour individual butler service
• Daily laundry, ironing and shoe polishing
service
• On site nurse and first aid facilities

CONTACT
Sales & Enquiries

General Enquiries:

Email: enquiries@o-lifestyle.com

Email: info@o-lifestyle.com

Tel: +44 20 8156 5736

Tel: +30 210 710 3330

WhatsApp: +44 77 6933 1644
All enquiries will be
serviced by O Lifestyle’s
London Affiliate office

Luxembourg:
6, Rue Du Fort Bourbon
L-1249
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

Switzerland:
Bahnhofstrasse 23
6300 Zug
Switzerland

Greece:
3 Irakleitou St.
Athens, 10673
Greece

USA:
66 West Flagler St.
Suite 900
Miami, FL, 33130, USA
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The developer expressly reserves the right to make such amendments, revisions, and changes in the design of the project and the buildings and residential units therein, that as it deems desirable in at its sole and absolute discretion or as may be required by
law or governmental bodies. All features, specifications and plans are subject to change without notice. Dimensions and square footages are approximate only, based upon on surveyor’s calculations, and may vary with the actual construction of the project
and redesign of the size, orientation and locations of the units and other building elements. This is not an offer to sell or solicitation to buy to residents in jurisdictions in which property transfer requirements have not been fulfilled; this brochure and its
contents are intended for information purposes only. No government body or third party has opined on the merits or value, if any, of this project and/or the corresponding property. Any binding agreements regarding the project or the properties must be
agreed to in writing by the parties thereof. All information contained in this brochure is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. All properties are subject to prior sale, change or withdrawal notice. O Lifestyle believes all information to be correct but
assumes no legal responsibility for accuracy.

